Case Report

Tubercular Tenosynovitis of Extensor Tendon of Wrist Mimicking a Ganglion
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ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

Tuberculosis of tendon sheath is a rare extrapulmonary presentation of tuberculosis that in itself is a common global health menace. Surgical debridement and histopathological examination forms the foundation of early diagnosis and treatment.
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A 22 year old male with no known co-morbidities presented to surgery department with history of a painless progressive swelling over right wrist for a duration of six months that had become painful on wrist movement for the last 03 days. There was no history of fever, trauma or similar swellings elsewhere in body. On examination patient had stable vitals and the systemic examination was within normal limits. On local examination, there was a 2.5 cm X 2.5 cm non inflamed, non fluctuant, soft swelling over dorsum of right wrist that was mobile in a direction perpendicular to the underlying tendon [Figure 1].

Basic hematological and biochemical parameters were within normal limits. FNAC study aspirated gelatinous acellular aspirate and indicated the diagnosis of ganglion. Xray right hand was unremarkable.

Patient was taken up for surgical excision.

Intra op: gelatinous cyst originating from the extensor tendon sheath [Figure 2] and typical rice bodies [ Figure 3] that occupied space deeper to the gelatinous material.
Necrotic tissue was debrided and wound closed primarily. Sutures removed after 08 days.

Histopathology: caseous necrosis with granuloma formation suggestive of tuberculosis [Figure 4].

Based on histopathology the patient was started on Cat I antitubercular treatment.

**DISCUSSION**

Primary tuberculosis tenosynovitis is a rare presentation of a common causative agent. TB tenosynovitis selectively targets the wrist and volar aspect of hand accounting for 5% cases of osteoarticular tuberculosis [4]. Incidence of disease in lower limb does not find much reference. In upper limb the flexor tendon sheath and radio-ulnar bursa( compound palmar ganglion) are common sites [5]. Digital flexor sheaths and the dorsal wrist compartment are not commonly affected [6-9]. Amine B et al have reported multifocal tenosynovitis in their study.

The source of infection can be local bone, muscle or joint infection or a hemo-lymphatic spread from a distant organ. The predisposing factors for disease manifestation are similar to as are for tuberculosis in general, namely extremes of age, immuno suppression, poor nutrition status, trauma, overuse wear and tear and low socioeconomic status. These factors thus cumulatively predispose right hand and wrist of a male to the disease. Like other tubercular afflictions the onset is insidious, progressing gradually with little signs or symptoms. Presentation may vary from local swelling, discharging sinus to a medical urgency in the form of carpal tunnel syndrome [6-9]. Delay and neglect can progress to tendon rupture [10]. Kanvel et al had reported 10 cases of tendon rupture amongst 21 patients they had studied [11]. The histology at presentation is variable subject to interplay of agent, host and environmental factors. In earliest form the tendon gets replaced by vascular granulation tissue. This is followed by obliteration of the sheath by fibrous tissue. Fluid collection is confined within the sheath. Typical rice bodies may appear at this stage. The tendon slowly gets destroyed by the inflammatory process and ruptures. Extensive caseation and granulation may produce sinus that predisposes the tendon to secondary infection [10-12]. Granulomas are characteristic but not definitive feature of tuberculosis. Rice bodies or melon seeds represent tubercles and are seen in about 50% cases of tuberculosis [12-13]. Routine laboratory investigations are non specific and often non contributory. Bacteriological examination showing acid fast bacilli is confirmatory of TB.
MRI scan, amongst all radiological investigations is the test of choice and shows synovial thickening, fluid collection within the tendon sheath and reactive thickening of the tendon. In contrast to acute suppurative infection, TB of tendon results in lesser fluid collection [13]. Pyogenic granuloma, sarcoidosis, rheumatoid arthritis and foreign body granuloma form important differential diagnosis [14]. Development of fibrosis may result in partial persistence of tendon function even after the rupture of concerned tendon. Skoff et al described positive retroflexion sign comprising extension towards roof of bilateral thumbs while the palms rest flat over tables a tool to assess rupture of extensor pollicis longus tendon [15].

Treatment protocols include both medical and surgical modalities complementing each other. Surgery includes curettage, lavage, synovectomy and debridement, Tendon itself is usually unhealthy and not amenable to primary repair. Anti tubercular chemotherphy is according to WHO (cat I/II) for 06 months that may have to be extended to 09-12 months. 50% cases are known to recur [16]. A close follow up is thus warranted.

CONCLUSION

TB of tendon sheath is rare and the diagnosis is often delayed. Treatment involves both medical and surgical therapies complementing each other. Emphasis here is upon early diagnosis and use of histopathological examination as confirmatory modality.
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